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tasks otherwise would necessitate
high operational and capital
expenditure but, relative to an overall
business, would register low-use
levels if brought in-house (4).
Start-up biotechnology companies
are likely to spend 50% of their first
two years of operating budgets on
CMO services, seeking to move
academic manufacturing processes to
manufacturing levels suitable for
producing good manufacturing
practice (GMP) material for phase
1b–2a clinical studies. When
translated into crude numbers, that
cost usually is between US$2.5 and $6
million (5). By comparison, contract
research organization (CRO) services
to conduct preclinical good laboratory
practice (GLP) studies and to prepare
materials for investigational new drug
(IND) submissions are likely to cost
somewhere between US$750,000 and
$1.5 million, with the randomized
control trial (RCT) costing US$1 to
$5 million alone (6).
The sobering reality is that most
start-up biotechnology companies will
spend nearly half of their hard-raised
capital on CMOs to produce material
critical to filing IND applications and
conducting preclinical studies (7).
Considering the significance of the
figures involved, the current vacuum
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hree major concerns
predominate biotechnology
executive management in
organizations of all sizes and
above all other risks: finance (or its
absence at critical moments),
technological performance, and
failures in coordination. Some
business functions, such as human
resources (HR), are effectively siloed
horizontally and therein are more
likely to be susceptible to only one of
those risks (1). Few functions are
subject to this trinity of risks
simultaneously; all functions may be
exposed to failures in internal
coordination, and a smaller subset can
be prey to challenges of both internal
and external coordination. But
manufacturing can be exposed to all
three concerns (2).
Biotechnology companies are
vertically integrated by nature - and
particularly companies pursuing
contemporary novel biological
therapeutic platforms such as cell,
gene, and viral therapies (3). They
operate within a predominantly
virtual business model by outsourcing
key functions to domain experts such
as contract manufacturing
organizations (CMOs) and contract
development and manufacturing
organizations (CDMOs). Outsourced
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Figure 1: Seven steps proposed by BioVesel
for procuring CMO services
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(rather than corpus) of harmonized
processes and standards to support
evaluation and appointment of such
critical vendors seems to be an
oversight with potential for significant
repercussions. This is the central issue
that creation of biopharmaceutical
vendor evaluation and selection minimum
standards (BioVesel) will seek to resolve.

How the Current
Landscape Emerged

The lack of harmonization and
standards in CMO tendering
processes results from both evolution
and inertia, the exact origins of which
are unfortunately impossible to
pinpoint. However, we see the
following factors as contributing to
the current status quo.

Specialization of Biopharmaceutical
Procurement: Historically,

pharmaceutical procurement
departments focused on procurement
of nonspecialized (and often highvolume) services. The focus was on
price rather than technical
performance or differentiation (8).
Therefore, deep, lasting relationships
were forged on a now-flawed and
outdated basis between procurement
departments of biopharmaceutical
companies and key vendors, including
CMOs. Conversely, procurement of
biopharmaceutical CMO services
requires a structured approach
centered on ensuring that each
technology is treated as de novo given
the significant technological diversity
of product pipelines and the
multiplicity of experience, equipment,
and capacity among available CMOs.

Limited Public Sector Participation:

Most comparable sectors in terms of
procurement value and complexity of
service have significant public sector
involvement (e.g., aerospace and
defense industries) (9). Their
procurement processes are consequently
subject to public-sector procurement
processes and standards. With the
exception of early stage public-health
applications, the biopharmaceutical
industry remains largely independent of
public-sector activities.
Dominance of Preexisting
Relationships and Contractual
Structures: Companies that have

negotiated a master service agreement
(MSA) or the (dreaded) first
statement of work (SoW, also known
as SoW 1) with a major vendor (10)
often have been surprised by the
months taken to finalize the SoW —
and the sometimes substantial
accompanying legal bills. Such
companies will understand the
convenience of remaining with an
24
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BioVesel intends to
develop a standard form
of procurement of
services through a
common industry
FRAMEWORK. It will
enable new entrants to
benefit from a
procurement procedure
that already is in place.

existing vendor for pipeline programs,
independent of that vendor’s expertise
(or lack thereof) or track record with
other specialist technologies (11).
Opacity of CMO Attributes: An
initial major challenge in CMO
procurement can be simply identifying
CMOs at a primary level, then
understanding their respective
expertise and capacities at a secondary
level (12). Awareness of potential
CROs for inclusion is based mostly on
word-of-mouth, personal experience,
conference presentations, and general
awareness of larger “blue-chip” CMOs
with significant experience in legacy
technologies such as small molecules,
fine chemicals, and dyes (13). A single
compendium of CRO capacities and
expertise does not exist. Therein lies
an inclusion bias in CRO selection to
tender processes.
Agency Relationships:

Biopharmaceutical vendor contracting
is subject to an inherent linearity and
interconnectivity whereby selected
tools and technology manufacturers in
turn make introductions to selected
CMOs, which then recommend their
own preferred CROs (14). This
informal network has some merits in
(for example) leveraging industry
experience. However, it also suffers
from a reporting bias due to individual
agency relationships and the lack of a
compendial reporting resource for all
suppliers (15).
Technological Inertia: Most largescale request-for-proposal (RFP)
processes have reverted to centralized
tendering software platforms that
require vendor and purchaser

registration and prequalification. Such
platforms confer some transparency to
the tendering processes, but
coordinating the requirements of
multiple vendors and products would
be challenging (16).

Limitations in Vendor Incentives for
Progress: Ultimately, established

vendors are disincentivized to invest in
cross-industry platforms — which
would of course include those of
competitors — to support tendering
activities (17). Service purchasers
would benefit from investment in such
platforms, but companies with a
limited number of assets would have a
corresponding limited need to use
such platforms frequently, curbing the
return on investment (ROI).
Human Capital Constraints Among
RFP Specialists: In other industries,

entire subsectors have emerged with
companies offering RFP support
services or project-managing RfP
processes. This is now slowly
emerging in biotechnology (18) but
remains limited in adoption across
company sizes and platform
technologies for active pharmaceutical
ingredients (APIs).

Biopharmaceutical Vendor
Evaluation and Selection
Minimum Standards (BioVesel)

Standardization of procurement
processes leads to resource
optimization and best practice. This
stands in contrast to ad hoc processes
that, as indicated by our collective
experience above, may eventually yield
outcomes but through an approach
that is cumbersome and rarely yields
optimal results.
BioVesel intends to develop a
standard form of procurement of
services through a common industry
framework. It will enable new entrants
to benefit from a procurement
procedure that already is in place. It
therefore proposes to achieve this
without recourse to developing new
processes and will prevent clients from
incurring the inefficacies incumbent
in nonstandard purchasing and
outsourcing. Existing organizations
will benefit from contributing to a
common marketplace and optimizing
procurement services over time.

If the standard reduces
the lead time to CMO
contracting by a single
month for an
organization, that saves
one month of burn and

ACCELERATES

critical time to market
by a month.

We suggest the following seven steps
to establish a basis for procurement of
CMO services (Figure 1).
Contracting Framework Opt-In:

A not-for-profit organization and/or
independent multiple-stakeholder
advisory group with membership
drawn from the community will be
responsible for maintaining BioVesel
standard(s) and developing
procurement procedures. New entrants
will register with this organization
and gain access to process and
standard commercial templates and
legal contracts. Those documents can
be modified and extended by member
organizations to fit individual
circumstances, but they will be
sourced from standard agreements
maintained by the framework
organization.
Gathering of Presubmission
Requirements: Requirements for

services will be gathered against a
standard pre-RFP submission
checklist, taking into account factors
that inf luence analysis, design, and
initiation of services. Common issues
and pitfalls incumbent to requirement
gathering will be structured against a
standard risks–actions–issues–
decisions framework. Detailed
interview questions for key
stakeholders will allow for the critical
capture of data required for
development of an RFP.
Release of Requirement:

A pre‑RFP notification will be sent to
all framework members to indicate an
associated need. This will allow for
preparation of resources necessary for
a response. During this stage, the
sourcing organization will complete a
26
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templated RFP that will be validated
by the BioVesel not-for-profit for best
fit.
Request for Proposals: An RFP
will be released.
Vendor Selection: Vendor selection
will be completed against preselected
criteria.
Contracting: Following vendor
selection, standard framework
templates will form the baseline for
the commercial offer, subject to any
project-specific requirements.
Continuous Feedback: Users of all
guidelines and templates will compete
a short evaluation questionnaire after
use, which will be collated and used
by the not-for-profit organization and/
or independent multiple-stakeholder
advisory group to propose and
implement updates.

critical time to market by a month. The
benefits will be exponential for a
number of stakeholders: for CMOs,
that can better plan capacity and
resources; for potential CMO clients,
that will be able to save time and
money and operate in a more
transparent environment; and also,
ultimately, for patients.
We propose that all interested
stakeholders now work together to
ensure that substandard procurement
practices become a thing of the past.
They are not a valid reason to protract
unmet patient needs. Now is the time
to bring this too-long-neglected horse
to predefined selection of a suitably
standardized watering hole - where it
can thrive in a healthy and sustainable
environment.
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We will develop a preliminary
research and engagement proposal as a
basis for stakeholder engagement and
discussion. Once that proposal is
acceptable to the community following
discussion and peer review, we will
convene an advisory board to develop
the envisaged not-for-profit
organization to develop, maintain, and
enhance the BioVesel framework and
associated standards. This also will
include participation from standards
implementation organizations
including the National Institute of
Science and Technology (NIST) and
notified bodies such as the British
Standards Institution (BSI).
Procurement process for CMO
services at first may appear to be a
mundane and perhaps “dry” area for
multiple-stakeholder engagement and
academic research. However, the adage
that “someone has to do it” perhaps
best encapsulates our motivation to
address this industry-wide need.
It is challenging to be emotive about
a potential standard. But in purely
commercial terms (notwithstanding the
prospect of greater transparency,
improved corporate governance, and
opportunity to minimize coordination
risks), if the standard reduces the lead
time to CMO contracting by a single
month for an organization, that saves
one month of burn and accelerates
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